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 In this past year of preparation now for an acceler-
ation of light, we together have walked through many, 
many a situation and circumstance. I come to hold you in 
my arms of love. I come that you might know that I AM 
real, that I AM here, and that I kneel before Alpha and 
Omega with the joy of freedom’s flame, with the joy of 
the dispensations of miracles of light, miracles of the 
Holy Spirit, miracles descending for the explosion of 
freedom’s flame. 
 And so I give to you a pouch, a purse of miracle joy. It 
is yours to take. It is yours to enjoy. This great miracle 
sense, this sphere of love that I hurl, is for you to carry 
and to take out of your briefcase or whatever it is that you 
carry for the most precious of your treasures from day to 
day. 
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The Miracle Pouch of Violet Flame

and that I kneel before Alpha and Omega with the joy of
freedom’s flame, with the joy of the dispensations of miracles
of light, miracles of the Holy Spirit, miracles descending for
the explosion of freedom’s flame.
And so I give to you a pouch, a purse of miracle joy. It is

yours to take. It is yours to enjoy. This great miracle sense, this
sphere of love that I hurl, is for you to carry and to take out
of your briefcase or whatever it is that you carry for the most
precious of your treasures from day to day.
For here and there, when you come upon those situations

that only the miracle alchemy of Saint Germain will dissolve,
then you can take out this precious miracle light. It is an
energy from my heart. It is a dispensation from the Lords of
Karma, given to me because of my chelas in the earth, chelas
of great worth, whom I hold dear, who have made Camelot a
reality. And fear not, then, to tarry here, even in the coldness
of winter, even in inconveniences, even knowing the certain
threatenings from other spheres of influence.
Omy beloved, we stand. And it is a great celebration, even

of the two hundred years after Valley Forge and the mighty
victory.1 It is a new anointing, on the west side, of patriots of
light, of those of Sanat Kumara whom he has called, who are
the firstfruits, the ordained, the chosen knights and ladies of
the flame.
You are, then, ourmost beloved, ourmost cherished. And

therefore the treasure of the miracle dispensation is this: You
will meet problems, temptations, testings and the Gordian
knot of all of the complications in the labyrinth of human
consciousness. And into those conditions that would stand in
your way, I say, you can fling the great miracle light and love
that I hurl to you now as your very own pouch and purse of
energy for you to care for as a gift of my heart.

The Miracle Pouch of Violet Flame
Set the World Afire

with the Rolling Joy of the Violet Flame!

Part 1

Hail, O friends of freedom! Joy of the light! I come to
greet you in the new year and to celebrate freedom without
fear. I come in the light of Shamballa. I come in the light of
the Royal Teton. And I AM, in name and in fame, your Saint
Germain.
I AM here in the fullness of that flame of freedom to

release to you the light and the banner of the hope of my
beloved Portia, the Lords of Karma andmy own heart. I stand
in your midst and I come to the day, the day for which we
have waited.
As the Lord Jesus Christ, beloved Magda and all of the

hosts of the LORD send you forth two by two, I must be with
you. I must be with you in the flame of earnest love. I must
be with you, then, in a transfer of light unto the victory.
In this past year of preparation now for an acceleration of

light, we together have walked throughmany, many a situation
and circumstance. I come to hold you in my arms of love.
I come that you might know that I AM real, that I AM here,
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the band of the seventh ray. But inasmuch as I have told you
that you all have that momentum of light, it remains for
you, then, to have, with a deep desiring in your heart, the
desire to increase and multiply that sphere of light. For the
greater the sphere, the greater the product of our experiment
in the multiplication of the Christ consciousness.
You have sought the gifts of the Holy Spirit and the gift

of miracles is one of those nine gifts. I come to you, then, for
I have won that great gift. I lay it upon the altar of your heart
that you might earn your own momentum and thereby in-
crease my own. And then you will see, it will not be my causal
body which will multiply yours but yours which will multiply
my own. For when you have the gift, yours is the key to unlock
every causal body in the Great White Brotherhood. And this
is the meaning of the gift of miracles and of all of the nine
gifts. When you possess those gifts as your very own attain-
ment, then you in Christ may multiply that which is the
attainment of every other ascended master and chela, worlds
without end.

The Beauty of Your Soul—A Reflection of Your Real Self

Is not, then, this precious purse of light worth striving for?
Now to have my own, yours with which to atone for every sin
in the human race, and then to come face to face with your
own Christ Presence, I desire that each and every one of you
should look into the great mirror of the Royal Teton Retreat2

to behold your Real Self face to face. What greater gift, what
greater miracle than to retain the joy of the Person of God,
in whose image your soul is fashioned. And your soul, the
reflecting pool of the Real Person, by being that reflecting
pool, then becomes assimilated and one. And lo, behold,
you are that Son.

The Miracle Pouch of Violet Flame 4

Truly it is the age of Aquarius. Truly it is the age of mir-
acles. And as you have said that it will take the miracles of
Merlin, so our Father Alpha has said to me, “Saint Germain,
it is time for you to be on the stage of life in the person of
your chelas to manifest those miracles, for only a miracle of
the purple fiery heart will save the earth in time to start a
golden age.”
And so I come with the joy of a little child from the courts

of Alpha and Omega, from the Lords of Karma, who, yes,
have their report that is most serious, and their concern. But
all of this, all of this, all of this will respond to the miracles of
my causal body, which shall multiply the miracles of your
own causal body. There is not one of you that does not carry
the bright band of the violet flame, containing the precious
amethyst jewels of miracles—miracles of your dynamic de-
crees to the violet flame and your service to the seventh ray in
all previous incarnations.
Now see how I may stand within your own Electronic

Presence and multiply the great light of your causal body de-
scending through the shaft of the crystal cord, through your
own Christ Self to your purple fiery heart. Well, you did not
know that you had a purple fiery heart. I AM that purple fiery
heart within you, for the Guru and the chela are one. I and
my Father are one. The Guru and the chela are one. All this
oneness is the incomprehensible circle—circles not compre-
hended by those who are not a part of them, circles under-
stood by the few.
Now, all of the violet flame which you have invoked, accel-

erating in this miracle Feast of Saint Stephen, accrues to your
causal body of light, even as it expands freedom’s flame in the
heart of the earth. And so, as I come with a miracle gift of the
Holy Spirit, it is only as good as your own causal body of light,
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You were, then, the witness to the ascension in the Tem-
ple of Luxor of one—one Son of God.4 And therefore, always
accompanying the ascension in the heart of the earth is that
adjustment to a new light and to a new presence.
Behold that presence in your midst! Behold the mist, the

white light, the cloud of glory! And see and remember the
earthquake that was present in the crucifixion of Jesus Christ,5

and remember the great earthquake that preceded the ascen-
sion even of your own beloved Lanello.6 Understand, then,
that adjustments in nature and certain cataclysms as well as
the cyclic fires are all for the balancing of fire, air, water and
earth and the preparing of the earth body for the incoming
light of Aquarius.
And so the Dark Cycle7 now increases in the turning of

the year, moving in the last stretch toward that date April 23.
Now is the hour for the release of the violet flame to consume
the cause and core of that deception which challenges the
light of the Holy Ghost. This has been a line well held—
the line of Libra, the line of the balance of my own beloved
Portia, who holds in balance even now the scales of justice.8

The Priority Is Always Holding the Balance of Light

The Law requires that the bearers of light place their
momentum of light on one side of the scales, and on the
other, the momentum of planetary karma and that released
in the Dark Cycle. All is held in balance so long as the initi-
ates of the sacred fire hold enough light against the darkness
in the earth. So long as that takes place, the earth continues
and the seasons move on and the order of life is held.
Some have been astounded that there has not been phys-

ical cataclysm or the sinking of continents or earthquakes in
California and elsewhere. Others are in wonder that the
economy continues or that the balance is held, even within

The Miracle Pouch of Violet Flame 6
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Many of you carry the burden of belittlement from child-
hood, of self-condemnation, of seeing yourself in limitation
or with an absence of beauty or light. O my beloved, let not
the fallen ones intrude their own ugliness upon the great
mirror of your life. As for me, I see the soul, and the soul’s
great beauty and transcendent light transcends the form but
also transforms the form.
Beauty of the soul is beauty’s delight within the temple.

And this is a beauty that does not pass with age or the ripen-
ing of years but becomes a greater and greater glory, a halo
of light, a joy unto all who, through your transparency, behold
the Christ face to face. And in seeing that Christ in you, they
can once again see it in Christ Jesus and then within them-
selves. Likewise, the person of the Christ does then expose the
person of the Antichrist in the fallen ones who move among
the people.
And therefore once you set the standard of beauty and

place it in the eye of the beholder of your Presence, then
they will have the standard of the Word and they will know
when there is a vacuum and an absence of that Word. So, the
lightbearers are standard-bearers and they come bearing the
true image. By your light, by your virtue, by your joy in free-
dom, you set the world afire with the rolling joy of the violet
flame!

Nature’s Adjustments

Certain adjustments within the earth body have resulted
in the trembling felt in Camelot today.3 These adjustments
always have to do with the juxtaposition of light and darkness.
With winter solstice, great light descends. And with the initi-
ation of certain sons and daughters of God, the earthquake
is present.
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who are serving in the fields whitened to the harvest,9 these
souls of light bring with them their causal bodies and they,
too, in their precious little murmurings, hold a balance of the
inner Word.
Thus, hand in hand we go. And chelas striving here below

bring their violets to the Lords of Karma and earn a dispen-
sation for Saint Germain. Miracles of violet flame, miracles
I toss to you, bouquets of violets from my heart (which you
invoke hour by hour in the violet flame, the tube of light), that
precious fragrance that I bear in the name of one so dear to
my heart—the Goddess of Freedom, the God of Freedom,
the God beyond the God of all universes, the Almighty One,
out of whose fiery core I AM come.

to be continued

“The Summit Lighthouse Sheds Its Radiance o’er All theWorld to Manifest as Pearls ofWisdom.”
This previously unpublished dictation by Saint Germain was delivered
by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Elizabeth Clare
Prophet on Monday, January 1, 1979, at the New Year’s Class, The
Feast of Saint Stephen, held at Camelot, Los Angeles County, Califor-
nia. Part 2 is published in Pearls of Wisdom vol. 59, no. 2. (1) Valley
Forge and the mighty victory. In 1777–1778, during the American
Revolution, the Continental Army, fighting for independence from the
British, was encamped at Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, enduring a harsh
winter with a shortage of supplies. Weakened by sickness and hunger,
some of the army still stayed together because of loyalty to their cause
and to their commanding general, George Washington. Two foreign
aristocrats, Marquis de Lafayette and Baron von Steuben, provided
training and organization for the troops and this was the turning point
that led to the victory of independence. (2) The great mirror of the
Royal Teton Retreat. Mark and Elizabeth Prophet have taught: “When
you have sufficiently prepared yourself for a psychological probe of
past circumstances affecting current events in your life, the master will
lead you before the Cosmic Mirror in the Royal Teton Retreat. At first
glance it looks like an ordinary motion picture screen. The master
selects certain records taken from akasha, which are also contained in
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this nation. With all of the solutions and all of the manipula-
tions of those solutions by the men of earth, when all comes
to the point of action, it is a question of the holding of the
balance of light.
Sometimes there are days when Keepers of the Flame, it

seems, across the earth become all at once preoccupied with
other energies of life, and somehow at similar hours there is
a dearth of dynamic decrees or of invocation of the great
flame of freedom. Always in those hours, then, it remains
upon the embodied messenger to bear the full weight of the
balance which the chelas do not momentarily keep. And so
in those moments, other activities, productivity or creativity,
must suddenly cease. And then the messenger gives all of
themomentum of light within the causal body, holding in the
chakras that balance until there be some that renew the vow
and the giving of that service. This is as it was ordained, for
the embodied messenger is sent to hold that office.
You, beloved ones, have enabled the messenger to do

many other services for me, in stumping, in writing books, in
directing this organization. And if there be assignments not
fulfilled, it is because the priority of the Great White Broth-
erhood is always that the balance of light be held. And there-
fore we come in gratitude, for many of our servants who have
held this office in the past have not had a support so vast as
to be able to also write the books and deliver to a world the
direct message and confrontation, now by the media and now
by the guru-chela relationship.
And so, we of the ascended masters count our blessings

in every embodied chela, in every little child. Even the chil-
dren of two and three, as they give their rosaries, as they recite
their prayers, they are carrying a candle flame and a star of
light. And some hold a great magnitude of light. And when
these precious souls are born in your community or to you
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O Violet Flame, Come, Violet Flame!

In the name of the beloved mighty victorious Presence of God,
I AM in me, my very own beloved Holy Christ Self, beloved Guru
Ma and Lanello, the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood
and the World Mother, elemental life—fire, air, water, and earth!
I decree:

O Violet Flame, come, Violet Flame,
Now blaze and blaze and blaze!

O Violet Flame, come, Violet Flame,
To raise and raise and raise!

(Repeat verse between the following endings:)

1. The earth and all thereon (3x)

2. The children and their teachers (3x)

3. The plants and elemental creatures (3x)

4. The air, the sea, the land (3x)

5. Make all to understand (3x)

6. Bless all by Omri-Tas’ hand (3x)

7. I AM, I AM, I AM the fullness of God’s Plan
fulfilled right now and forever (3x)

And in full Faith I consciously accept this manifest, manifest,
manifest! (3x) right here and now with full Power, eternally sus-
tained, all-powerfully active, ever expanding, and world enfolding
until all are wholly ascended in the Light and free!
Beloved I AM! Beloved I AM! Beloved I AM!*
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the memory of the soul, and upon the Cosmic Mirror they come alive.
This is beyond 3-D—you are there! A portion of a past life, or more than
one, passes before you, but you are a living part of this nonfiction play
of light and darkness with shades of gray. It is almost too much to han-
dle. Instantly you are aware, as in an orb of all-knowingness, of the
ramifications of your karma even as you relive the emotions, the pre-
meditated thoughts and the acts themselves. This could be a most
painful experience, you tell yourself, all the while sensing your higher
consciousness standing guard and telling you gently but firmly not to
give way to extremes of despondency or ecstasy, but to face the future
with a hope based on the scientific knowledge that in your hands lies
the power to change. . . . [And] you look forward to establishing a new
equilibrium by mastering the very circumstances you’ve just relived.” (3)
Trembling felt in Camelot today. On the day of this dictation, January
1, 1979, at 3:15 p.m., there was an earthquake eight miles south of
Malibu measuring 5.2 on the Richter scale. Although it caused only
minor damage near the epicenter, it could be felt well over a hundred
miles away. (4) In his dictation given on December 29, 1978, Serapis
Bey described an ascension from the Temple of Luxor and allowed
those present to witness this ceremony at inner levels. See Pearls of
Wisdom, vol. 49, no. 13. (5) Matt. 27:51–54. (6) The great earthquake
that preceded the ascension of beloved Lanello. Mark L. Prophet,
now the ascended master Lanello, made his ascension on February
26, 1973. About two months earlier, on December 23, 1972, at 12:29
a.m. local time, there was an earthquake near Managua, the capital of
Nicaragua.With a magnitude of 6.2 as well as strong aftershocks, it left
at least 5,000 people dead, 20,000 injured, 250,000 homeless and
resulted in extensive damage throughout the area. (7) The Dark Cycle
began on April 23, 1969, and marked the beginning of the cycle of the
intensification of the return of mankind’s individual and collective karma.
In this period of transition from the Piscean to the Aquarian age, the
Great Law required that the evolutions of earth deal directly with the mo-
mentums of personal and planetary karma set aside for centuries by
the grace of God through his Sons incarnate (i.e., Jesus Christ and
other avatars). In the face of the same propensity for darkness preva-
lent before the Flood, when “the wickedness of man was great in the
earth” and “every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil
continually” (Gen. 6:5), the Lords of Karma implemented this action in
order to deter an even greater abuse of life’s opportunity and to forestall
that cataclysm which might be the ultimate consequence of the rising
tide of world sin. On August 20, 1969, the messengers explained that
“the coming of the Dark Cycle simply means that the hand of mercy
that for centuries has stood between mankind and their own dark deeds
has been withdrawn. The law of God will bring swift and compelling
judgment to those who have thought they could flaunt the law.” (8) Saint
Germain’s twin flame, Portia, is known as the Goddess of Justice. She
is often depicted holding the scales of justice in her upraised arm. (9)
John 4:35.
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